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what if i'm not getting my ipad to sync with itunes on a mac computer? i purchased itunes on my mac and everything
was working fine before i needed to hook up my ipad. now i'm receiving an error saying "i can't download files" and

it's listed as a mac. i really need my ipad to be on itunes and i'm losing half of my music because of it. please help me.
I have iTunes Match. and delete about to receive the new ones. what can i do? just wanted to add that a few days ago i
got my ipad to work with itunes on my mac computer. i can't tell you what happened. i got it to work, but i don't know
how it happened and it's not listed on your site.Electroplating of semiconductor wafers is a known process whereby a

layer of metal is deposited from a plating solution onto the wafer and into any openings formed in the wafer. The
wafer may also be soaked or dipped in a plating solution. The wafer is usually immersed in the plating solution and the
electrode is usually connected to a negative terminal of a power supply. A problem with electroplating is the formation

of hillocks and/or whiskers. Hillocks are grown from high concentration regions of metal where the temperature is
near a melting point and whiskers are grown from very low concentration regions of metal where the temperature is

below a melting point. The hillocks and/or whiskers grow in an uncontrollable way, causing the surface of the wafer to
crack. As a result, the ability of the wafer to withstand large currents is decreased and the surface of the wafer

becomes more susceptible to corrosion from the plating solution. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,895,962 to Campbell
et al. proposes a solution to the problem of hillocks and whiskers by dissolving some of the plating bath constituents in
water. However, it is believed that some of the constituents of the plating bath remain in the water. These constituents
may interfere with the operation of the wafer. Ritz et al. (IBM Tech. Discl. Vol. 19, No. 5, Oct. 1985) also proposes a

method of fabricating a gold layer on the surface of a wafer using electroless plating. The problem of hillocks and
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whiskers is not addressed. U.S
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